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After 32 years of service, Lucid announces retirement

By Kate Khit

English Professor Robert Lucid has announced plans to retire at the end of the spring semester. Lucid is currently chairman of the administration's College Planning Committee.

"Not only has the reading vision in my right eye reached the point where a false eye, which suffers from the same condition, has a certain promise of being effective," he explained. Macular degeneration, the leading cause of blindness, is a condition that gradually destroys central vision needed for work at both near and far distances.

"I am aware there are some professors who never go — but I also can't follow the old idiom," he said.

The announcement came as a shock to University administrators, Chodorow said. "Dr. Lucid has had a long and distinguished career at Penn, with particularly strong service as director of Academic Programs in Residence, of Lucid's 20 years at the university. And Steiner said Lucid was "instrumental in founding the honors college housed in the

According to Chodorow, Lucid has been "the driving force behind the establishment of the Honors College," toward which Lucid called "virtual colleges." Despite Steiner's wealth of knowledge, Lucid has also served as faculty master of Hill House. As faculty master, Lucid proclaims over the

The Budget Office says it has received a number of letters from the General Fee-分配 committee making the decision.

"I've spoken with a lot of people, in particularly with a group of students," Lucid said. "I spoke with a lot of people, in particularly with a group of students.

"I've spoken with a lot of people, in particularly with a group of students.

New residential programs to begin

By Monica Lee

The Daily Pennsylvanian

In keeping with the goal of incorporating academic into a residential environment, four "virtual college" pilot programs are gradually being designed and implemented by the administration's 21st Century Project as Undergraduate Education.

Next year, four new experimental academic communities will be launched. These will be seeded as models for a residential college system that is slated to be in place by the fall of 1997. Designed to provide Penn students with the same kinds of opportunities and experiences that exist in other residential college systems on the nation's campuses.

One of the goals of the administration's 21st Century Project as Undergraduate Education is to provide Penn students with the same types of opportunities and experiences that exist in other residential college systems on the nation's campuses.

"We can only hope that the future students and faculty alike will find them as inspiring as we have," Harris said.
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Philadephia crowd protests Gingrich’s platform

By Josh Sherman

Hundreds of representatives surrounded the Mellon Bank Center at 1500 Market Street yesterday to protest U.S. House of Representatives Speaker Newt Gingrich’s views on abortion and women’s rights, among other issues.

Gingrich was in Philadelphia yesterday to speak on the role of physical education at Chestnut Street. Nowman Center. February 20. 5:30-7 p.m.

Gingrich and Robert Strauss, a member of the U.S. Congress from Texas, spoke to an audience of more than 200 people. Gingrich was scheduled to speak at 5:30 p.m., while Strauss spoke at 6:30 p.m.

The event was sponsored by the University of Pennsylvania College Democrats and the American Federation of Teachers.

Gingrich’s views on abortion and women’s rights have been a source of controversy for many, and the protest was in response to his recent comments.

The crowd consisted of a mix of students and community members, with many holding signs and chanting slogans.

Several speakers, including a representative from the American Federation of Teachers, addressed the crowd, expressing their concerns about Gingrich’s policies and urging attendees to take action.

The protest ended peacefully, with attendees散ing and leaving the area.

---

Night Assistants

Chris Dennis, director of Academic Programs in Residence at English Undergrad, spoke at the event. According to Dennis, the collective has been working hard to promote equal representation in all areas of university life.

Dennis emphasized the importance of diversity and inclusivity in the university community, and encouraged attendees to stand up for what they believe in.

The event was attended by a diverse group of people, including students, faculty, and community members.

---

Crime Report

---
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Students quit smoking with HUP program

By Karen Klieger

Students quit smoking with HUP program

Camfield

Camfield, although it is a lock for the University

Students interested in the program

By Monica Leas

Get more for your

The University of Pennsylvania Medical Center runs the Quit Smoking Program out of the pulmonary critical care division of HUP. The program is administered by Melissa Coen, a pulmonary doctor, and respiratory therapists Bill Russell and Suzanne Breedor.

Franklin, who quit smoking during the program, praised its effectiveness and offered encouragement to others to quit.

These days, she no longer fears the "smoke" of an empty pack.

Camfield

The program emphasizes group support and offers knowledgeable professionals to answer questions and provide support.

The program is available to both Penn students and those in the surrounding community, Lindell added. "It's great for people who are next time," said Engineering se-

It's not worth it trying to quit with a hypocritical nurse. Wooten noted that any physician trying to stop smoking on their own should feel "very disappointed with their treatment."

"If they were once convicted of a felony within the past 10 years or in the Assignments Office, upper lobby, HRN or check

Caldwell was one of the students who tried to quit smoking next time," said Engineering se-

Students interested in the program

Pick-up an application today at the

Washington Semester Program Information Meeting

Learn About Penn’s Semester in the Nation’s Capital

Opportunities differed among pro-

Camfield, although it is a lock for the University

The group provides support and an open forum to discuss the challenges people face while trying to quit. It allows participants to give each other advice.

The program will run again this semester. The first meeting will be held at 9 p.m. today at Student Health Services.

Lindell added that with so many employers in order to be hired by University dormitories earlier this month was feed Friday after a week long suspension, accord-

Wargo added that with so many people working in residences, this month’s incident was more isolated than anything.

But Director of Physical Plant Hut Smith said that there is still room for improvement in the hiring process for University employees.

All University employees who have access to where people are liv-

James Wargo said the process the University President Judith Rodin yet, "We will seek to understand what these representa-

Until the student is cleared by the Physical Plant em-

"If they were once convicted of grand theft, there could have been a prob-

The University of Pennsylvania Medical Center runs the Quit Smoking Program out of the pulmonary critical care division of HUP. The program is administered by Melissa Coen, a pulmonary doctor, and respiratory therapists Bill Russell and Suzanne Breedor.

So far, 13 students have completed the program. Of those, 11 said they were able to maintain their quit status.

The program was the "key" to her BUC success.

Wargo added that with so many people working in residences, this month’s incident was more isolated than anything. Hut Smith said that there is still room for improvement in the hiring process for University employees.

people working in the field of African American literature.
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Would you like to be an integral part of the new

Pick-up an application today at the

Attention Graduate and Professional Students...

Graduate Fellow Applications are Available

C.A.U.S.E.

The Center for Advanced

Undergraduate Study and Exploration

Civic College House

The Residential Center for Academically-based Community Service

Pick-up an application today at the Office of Academic Programs in Residence 3901 Locust Walk; HRN Suite 112

or to complete an application electronically visit

APR’s home page:

http://dolphin.upenn.edu/~april

APPLIcAtIONS ARE DUE MARCH 4TH.
by Maisie Wong
A snowstorm did not hinder the nearly 600 graduate students who gathered at the Great Hall Friday evening for the Grad and Professional Student Assembly's Mardi Grad Blowout. But the weather did affect Provost Stanley Chodorow and Vice Provost for Education Graduate Janice Madigan, who had planned to attend the happy hour. GAPSA members were advised to start the Blowout at 8 p.m. instead of the intended 7 p.m., and the Blowout was rescheduled for the day after for those who were snowed in.

"It wish I was at a Mardi Gras party in New Orleans..."

Jessica Davis
First-year Annenberg graduate student

"I wish we had a 200-piece band to play the music," Prade said.
According to Prade, Friday's happy hour was the first one with a theme. As a series of themed happy hours is expected to follow, GAPSA "extended the hour as longer than the regular weekly events. Happy hours are designed to allow graduate students a chance to meet and socialize with their peers," Prade said.
In light of the turnout, Prade explained that "the atmosphere at the happy hour was actually pretty light on India, which he referred to as a "country that is rather misunderstood."
The speech was the first of a lecture series sponsored by the Wharton Asia Association.
Ramachandran said that"telling the history of India's economy. From 1900 until 1990, India had a centrally managed economy in which the government played a dominant part. For instance, a study showed that India's trade was only 3% of its GDP. But some students had their minds made up. "It's a great opportunity for people to come up and meet new people," he said. "Where else can I discuss anthropology, world religions, and Asian economics?" Wu said.
He also cited a significant growth in trade as a result of these reforms. In the last four years, there have been more than 200 billion dollars in foreign investment in parts of Asia," Wu said. The lecture series, said that attendance forms had a great impact on the psychology of reform. In the last four years, there have been more than 200 billion dollars in foreign investment in parts of Asia," Wu said. "We have an independent group of economists who have financed the success of the Indian economy," he added. In addition to sponsoring the lecture series, the WAA organized some conferences in China and Hong Kong to discuss economic issues related to these reforms. Wong said the WAA is currently planning for at least two more such events this semester.

U. grad student boycott speech

By Shannon Burke
History graduate student hung signs from her balcony and participated in a protest against her TA, "As an intellectual act, I am boycotting Yale," he said. He explained that his TA, "as a political act, I am boycotting Yale.

"I'm boycotting this TA because I'm against his politics. He's a Democrat, and I'm not," explained Penn graduate student Michael Kalian, who boycotted his TA in protest of the boycott. The protesting students handed out flyers containing "Protest Stickers for Penn Students! Call 800-841-2359 Today"

The Musser-Schoemaker Leadership Lecture Series features...

Paolo Fresco
Vice Chairman - General Electric
INTERNATIONAL

Death toll from Indonesian quake climbs to 62

JAKARTA, Indonesia - The death toll from a powerful 7.6-magnitude earthquake and tsunami that struck the eastern half of New Guinea. Like many Indonesian saturated with oil, have knocked down many buildings on Tuesday, February 20, 1996. The number of those killed in the Indonesian capital of Jakarta, where the national council of the island of New Guinea. For the second time in a week, snow fell in Harbin, China, bringing the total to more than 40,000. Many of the island's 460,000 residents have slept outside tonight.

Foreign ministers to be barred visiting foreign ministers to be barred from meeting in Jakarta, Indonesia. All the deaths from Saturday's magnitude-7.7 earthquake in Biak have killed at least 50 people.

bar visiting foreign ministers to be barred from meeting in the Indonesian capital of Jakarta, where the national council of the island of New Guinea. Many of the island's 460,000 residents have slept outside.

VEI, Jakarta - Indonesia's Foreign Ministry said that visiting foreign ministers will be barred from meeting in the Indonesian capital of Jakarta, where the national council of the island of New Guinea.

TOKYO, Japan - With Israel's election campaign increasingly focused on the future of the Palestine Liberation Organization's demands to set up a Palestinian state, Palestinian representatives to the United Nations complained that the U.N. has been unable to help the Palestinian people.

Mardis Gras begins in New Orleans today

The New Orleans mayor, Marc Morial, said a manometry patient who died of injuries sustained during landing operations in Iraq. However, it is not clear how many of those killed in the island's 84,000 residents have slept outside.

WASHINGTON - Admiring art and appreciating its value as a form of cultural expression, the leaders of some European countries have called on the United States to lift the sanctions on Cuba.

Admiring art and appreciating its value as a form of cultural expression, the leaders of some European countries have called on the United States to lift the sanctions on Cuba.

IRAQI TALKS END UNSUCCESSFULLY

The United States has called the potential for Iraqi oil sales to the Saddam Hussein regime.

Other sources has said about 15,000 barrels per day of Iraqi oil have been sold to Iraq.

"We can only hope that these talks will demonstrate ... that the world is prepared to help the Iraqi people," said James Rubin, U.S. Mission Spokesperson.

The United States has called the potential for Iraqi oil sales to the Saddam Hussein regime.

The United States has called the potential for Iraqi oil sales to the Saddam Hussein regime.

IRAQI TALKS END UNSUCCESSFULLY

FBI provide food and medicine for all the Iraqis in need and not just civilians

"We can only hope that these talks will demonstrate ... that the world is prepared to help the Iraqi people," said James Rubin, U.S. Mission Spokesperson.
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The best policy

Fortnight disclosure of the precise way the University spends its General Fund is the only acceptable course of action for administrators.

Sunday night, the Undergraduate Assembly unanimously approved a motion requesting a sophisticated breakdown of the way in which the General Fee is appropriated by the University Treasurer and the Office of Resource Planning and Budget. The Grand Jury had recommended the Student Professional Assembly passed the same resolution last week.

In this interregnum of information, it is not already public knowledge. Students pay upwards of $25,000 per year to the University for tuition, room, board, and "fees" — and this figure doesn't include incidentals like laundry, phone calls and trips home. After this hefty outlay, we are owed at least a sketch of how administrators spend our funds, which should be used to maintain and upgrade student services. However, all we can currently review are large, aggregated figures that explain how much, in lump sum, University division receives each year. And the records of these aggregate numbers kept by the Treasurer's Office and Business Affairs are not doable.

We are appalled at this situation, since, more than a year ago, the Undergraduate Assembly approved a motion to require independent investigation in the not-so-distant past — and that investigation has begun

Leaking and oozing

Batting the cold of the century can take a lot out of you. And those medications make you think you know the strangest things...

I'm not exactly, as feminists would say, "at touch." I'm a journalist, and I'm feeling the beginning of the end. Yet, there may still be some hope. This morning, I was listening to my father's favorite radio program, "The Mister Rogers Show." The host, a former TV news anchor, was reading the latest news, including a story about the discovery of the world's largest diamond.

So, for now I'm still on this earth, my hand warm, my breath not so much. Let's hope the University doesn't think I'm a "deadbeat" and kick me out of town. I'm just having a hard time breathing, and I'm afraid I won't be able to kill my own birthday cake. I need more air, for the sake of my family's health.

Guest Column

I found this last argument flimsy because Robbins is a residential advisor in the housing department. Of course, she's entitled to her own ideas, and we all know what those are. But when you talk about "the best policy," what does that mean? Are you saying that the University should pay for room and board for all incoming students? Are you saying that the University should pay for all incoming students' meals? And are you saying that the University should pay for all incoming students' healthcare?

She seems to be implying that the University should take care of all incoming students, but that's not exactly what she's saying. What she's really trying to say is that the University should pay for all incoming students' basic needs, so that they can focus on their studies.

But here's the thing: if the University pays for all incoming students' basic needs, then who's going to pay for the University itself? And who's going to pay for the University's staff?

Pitching in would be it by telling every student to give up their room and board, and only pay for tuition. That way, the University wouldn't have to pay for anything, and the students wouldn't have to worry about anything. It's a win-win situation for everyone.

Nicole Maloy says picking up after ourselves and our peers is the key to keeping campus presentable.

I hear students at Penn talk more reason or opinion. On the one hand, it seems like "Keep our community clean." And here's the thing: students have a right to live in a clean, welcoming environment.

But students also have a right to enjoy themselves. And if students are not allowed to have fun, then they're not living up to their full potential. So, I'm saying that students should be given the freedom to have fun, as long as they're not disturbing anyone else.
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Ten hours on a bus left the Penn swimmers' training team tired and cranky when they finally stumbled in through one of the worst blizzards of the season.

And that was the least painful part of the trip.

Two hours later, Harvard watched match results on the video screen in the visiting bleachers during the second half of the men's hockey game against the Eagles.

"The team as a whole did not swim very well," senior Geoff Munger said. "It was really an awesome opportunity to end our season. The team did not swim as well as expected." Munger said. "We had a couple of good meets, but we really didn't even get a chance to get our best time."

The 64-39 loss to the Crimson was the least painful part of the weekend.

Of the weekend.

"But that's just what the Bantams do," senior Austin Perkins said on Friday afternoon. "They come and they go and they do what it takes to win."

It wasn't a great time for Jeff, but it was a great time for us to show what we can do."

His first defeat of the season.

"It wasn't a great time for Jeff, but he did manage to make the decision to retire our guys."

That 200 fly isn't really Younger's best event. The swim with 64.86.

"It's better to make a mistake now than in two weeks in the biggest meet of the season.

"The crowd's attention then turned to the Harvard bench."

"Don't let that put you guys down. The Crimson did put up a good fight. The event — the 200 freestyle — was a event that the combination of Matuszak and Younger would hand Penn junior Jeff Brown his first defeat of the season."

"The next day, I decided to retire our guys."

"The Crimson did put up a good fight. The event — the 200 freestyle — was a 50 freestyle.
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"The next day, I decided to retire our guys."

"The Crimson did put up a good fight. The event — the 200 freestyle — was a 50 freestyle.
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UConn's Big East win streak snapped by Hoyas

LANDOVER, Md. — Georgetown did things no one had done before.

The 13th-ranked Hoyas ended the third-ranked Huskies' 23-game winning streak and chance at a perfect Big East season with a devastating 72-45 victory last night.

With UConn's big men, including Ray Allen, having posts of 11 points and eight steals, the Hoyas used their size advantage to nullify the Huskies' double- and triple-doubles to clinch the victory, finishing with 16 points. Reserve David Burton had 13 points, and freshman Tony Taylor added 10 points for the Hoyas.

Keith LeGree had 10 assists.

Joe Hudson had 17 points in the second half.

In the first half, the Huskies had 12 turnovers at halftime, compared with five for the Hoyas.

LeGree had 16 points in the first half. The Huskies had 12 turnovers at halftime, compared with five for the Hoyas.

The Hoyas led 40-28 at halftime, a team record.

For UConn, which went on to play eight straight games, this was the first time they had been scored on in the first half in 19 games.

The Hoyas had a big lead with 5:40 left in the first half. The Huskies had 12 turnovers at halftime and seven, second in the region.

The Huskies had 12 turnovers at halftime compared with 5:40 left in the first half. The Huskies had 12 turnovers at halftime, compared with five for the Hoyas.

The Hoyas had a big lead with 5:40 left in the first half. The Huskies had 12 turnovers at halftime and seven, second in the region.
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Temple brings inside strength, famed defense to Palestra

By Jane Havsy

The Owls' shooting has been anemic, but Marc Jackson and the matchup zone will be problematic for Penn.

Temple will need good ball movement and hope they can do what they've done recently and create good scoring opportunities on offense. There may be a difficult task, since the Owls are at a height disadvantage. The Owls are the tallest player on the court at the Palestra tonight, as the Owls will at a height disadvantage. The Owls certainly know the Pulling points for the Big 5 and coaching defense, the rest will take care of it.

The Owls defense has been unusually sloppy. The Owls 6-12 average game turnovers — turnovers -- an uncharacteristic star of Penn Athletic Director Steve Bilsky hopes to turn the Palestra into a college basketball hall of fame and museum as the Big 5 faces an uncertain future.

Hunsicker honored at Howe

By Justina You

Not only did Penn prove itself to be one of the top teams in the Ivy League by defeating the Boston College in the City Series, but the Quakers also defeated the Temple Owls in the Palestra. The Owls, who have struggled against Penn teams for years, were defeated by the Quakers in a 7-2 victory. The Owls have fought hard throughout the season, but their performance against the Quakers was unprecedented. The Owls have been consistently good, but their performance against the Quakers was exceptional. The Owls have managed to hold the Quakers to a low-scoring game, a feat that is not commonly seen in a college basketball game. The Owls have proven that they are a formidable team and are capable of competing with the top teams in the Ivy League. The Owls have demonstrated their strength and resilience, and their performance against the Quakers is a testament to their determination and hard work.

Penn's Fisher honored for the Howe Cup.

By Elizabeth O'Craven

New York City-dwelling Quakers' senior Lissa Hunsicker was honored in intercollegiate the Howe Cup on Saturday night. The Howe Cup is an annual award given to the Ivy League's most distinguished squash player. Hunsicker was honored for her outstanding contributions to the sport of squash and to the Quakers. She has been a vital member of the Quakers' squash team for several years and has played a key role in their success. Her dedication and hard work have earned her this prestigious award.

Hunsicker has been a key player for the Quakers in recent years, and her performance on the court has been exceptional. Her ability to play on both doubles and singles has been crucial to the Quakers' success. She has been a valuable asset to the team, and her dedication to the sport has been inspiring. Her selection for the Howe Cup is a testament to her talent and hard work.

Bilsky honored at DuPont Pavilion

The Owls have struggled against Penn teams for years, but their performance against the Quakers was unprecedented. The Owls have managed to hold the Quakers to a low-scoring game, a feat that is not commonly seen in a college basketball game. The Owls have proven that they are a formidable team and are capable of competing with the top teams in the Ivy League. The Owls have demonstrated their strength and resilience, and their performance against the Quakers is a testament to their determination and hard work.

Pitt Athletic Director Steve Bilsky hopes to turn the Palestra into a college basketball hall of fame and museum as the Big 5 faces an uncertain future.
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Penn Athletic Director Steve Bilsky hopes to turn the Palestra into a college basketball hall of fame and museum as the Big 5 faces an uncertain future.

"I think it was one of the greatest Penn teams ever," said Steve Bilsky. "It was a very special year for us, and I think they did a great job." Bilsky added that his team's success was the result of the team's hard work and dedication. He also expressed his pride in the team's ability to come together and perform as a team.

Steve Bilsky announced he had high praise for the team's performance.

Steve Bilsky suggested that the team had a unique chemistry and a special bond.

"They played together, and they played together," said Bilsky. "It was a very special year for us, and we opened up the game, and we opened up the game." Bilsky added that the team had a unique chemistry and a special bond.

"In fact, Morse, a senior, led the team in scoring with 13 points per game during the season. Morse then finished with a second straight 13-point performance.

"We have some outstanding things as a team," Littlepage said. "It was a big group of guys that were very competitive, but they were very different in their personalities and styles of play. It was an unusual mindset in a group. It just had a great chemistry, and we had some chemistry in it somewhere."
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1970-71 hoops team to be honored at halftime

By Mark Rosso

The 1970-1971 Penn basketball team will be honored before the court at the Palestra tonight, as the celebrated 1970 Penn basketball team. The team will be honored for their contributions to the sport of basketball and to the Quakers. The team is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the players and coaches.

The 1970-1971 team finished the regular season with a perfect 20-0 record. Only eight college teams have gone undefeated in the regular season since 1970. The team's success was the result of the players' hard work and dedication. The players on the team were able to come together and perform as a team, and their success was a testament to their ability to work together.

The team's success was not only limited to the court. The players and coaches were able to come together and form a tight bond. Their ability to work together and support each other was a testament to their commitment to the sport of basketball.

The team's success was not only limited to the court. The players and coaches were able to come together and form a tight bond. Their ability to work together and support each other was a testament to their commitment to the sport of basketball.

Steve Blisky and the head coach of the 1970-1971 Penn basketball team, Bill Littleside, will be honored at halftime of the game. The team's success was the result of the players' hard work and dedication. The players on the team were able to come together and perform as a team, and their success was a testament to their ability to work together.
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